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Abstract
Extending the vocabulary of a large vocabulary speech recog-
nition system usually requires phonetic transcriptions for all
words to be known. With automatic phonetic baseform deter-
mination acoustic samples of the words in question can substi-
tute for the required expert knowledge. In this paper we fol-
low a probabilitistic approach to this problem and present a
novel breadth-first search algorithm which takes full advantage
of multiple samples. An extension to the algorithm to genereate
phone graphs as well as an EM based iteration scheme for esti-
mating stochastic pronunciation models is presented. In prelim-
inary experiments phoneme error rates below 5% with respect
to the standard pronunciation are achieved without language or
word specific prior knowledge.

1. Introduction
Large vocabulary speech recognition systems usually model
words by concatenating (phonetically motivated) subword units
from a finite set, the phone inventory�. Recognition of a word
requires its transcription in terms of these subword units (the
baseform) to be known. In some situations, when the recog-
nition vocabulary has to be extended, obtaining phonetic tran-
scriptions is difficult while acoustic samples of the words in
question are at hand. In such cases automatic determination
of acoustic baseforms may be the method of choice.

It is widely accepted that unconstrained phoneme recogni-
tion from a single utterance is not reliable. The case of phoneme
recognition on a single utterance is covered by standard speech
recognition methods. We will here focus on the case that multi-
ple (typically 5 to 50) utterances of the same word are available,
neglecting the question of how these were obtained.

1.1. Maximum likelihood baseforms

Assume we haveU sample utterancesx1; : : : ; xU of a word
w. Then the likelihood of a pronunciation model� with respect
to these utterances given the acoustic model� is:

L(�) =
UY

u=1

X
'2��

p(xuj'; �)p('jw;�) (1)

In many cases it can be safely assumed that for each wordw

there is a single, best pronunciation'�w:

p('jw) =

�
1 for ' = '�

w

0 otherwise
(2)

Themaximum likelihood baseform of w is thus defined as:

'
�

w = argmax
'

UY
u=1

p(xuj'; �) (3)

1.2. Related work

Much work in the field of acoustic baseform determination con-
cerns applications where only one or very few samples of a
word are available. Approaches exploiting multiple utterances
include the following: Bahl et. al. [1] employ an A*-algorithm
for finding the ML baseform (3) from multiple utterances using
an heuristic rest cost term. Svendsen et. al. [2] have improved
this approach by calculating an optimistic rest cost from the best
paths for each utterance. This guarantees that the result is exact.
Unfortunatelly this rest cost term is too optimistic in conditions
of high varability between utterances, leading to fan-out explo-
sion which quickly exhausts memory. To cope with this prob-
lem a preselection procedure was introduced. Wu and Gupta
[3] circumvent this problem by restricting search to an heuris-
tically constructed phoneme network. Mokbel and Jouvet [4]
construct N-best lists separatly for each utterance and constrain
the maximization in (3) to the union of these lists.

1.3. Outline of this paper

Motivated by the forementioned problems of the optimisation
task stated by equation (3) we have developed a novel search
algorithm, presented in section 2. In section 3 we propose a pro-
cedure for estimating a stochastic pronunciation model based on
expectation maximization. This requires an extendend version
of the search algorithm described in section 4 which generates
phone graphs. Section 6 gives some experimental results, show-
ing the feasibility of the proposed method.

2. Breadth-first search
Previous best-first search approaches either use heuristic rest-
cost terms or preselect the data, in order to keep the search
space within reasonable bounds. We chose to pursue a beam
search approach with corresponding pruning criteria. Time syn-
chronous search, however, is not possible since there is no sin-
gle time axis. Instead our algorithm progresses in a “state syn-
chronous” manner: The sought-after Markov model of the word
is built state by state, poorly scoring branches being pruned
away.

2.1. Search space organization

The set of possible baseforms is specified in terms of a (usually
cyclic) phonotactic graph with an initial node, one or more final
nodes, and allophone labels at the edges. The potential search
space is the tree of all possible paths from the initial node to
a final node. In the following we use the termarc to refer to
the edges of the search tree. Each arca is associated with a
generalized triphone HMM and is thus organized into several
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Figure 1: Search space organization: Each hypothesis is defined by arc, state, utterance and timeframe

active arcs = f root g
s = 0

while active arcs not empty:
s = s+ 1
for each arca in active arcs:

if s > S(a):
removea from active arcs
for each� allowed to followa:

create sucessor arc fora with HMM �

append new arc toactive arcs
else:

for each utteranceu = 1; : : : ; U :
for t = 1; : : : ; Tu:

calculateQ(a; s; u; t)
prune hypotheses

calculateQ�nal(a)
update ranking of final scores

pruneactive arcs

Figure 2: Breadth-first single best search algorithm

statess = 1; : : : ; S(a). For each arc and state hypotheses for
all utterances have to be stored. So each hypothesis is defined
by its arc, state, utterance and time indices (cf. fig. 1):

Q(a; s; u; t) := score of the best path in utteranceu
up to timet ending in states of arca

(4)

The final score of arca is defined as

Q�nal(a) :=

UY
u=1

Q(a; S(a); u; Tu) (5)

for arcs whose target node is final in the phonotactic graph. Our
task is to find the arc with the highest final score.

2.2. Algorithm

The breadth-first search algorithm proceeds as outlined in fig-
ure 2. Note that newly created arcs areappended to the list of
active arcs: Their first state hypotheses are therefore generated
in a subsequent iteration of the loop overa. The algorithm runs
until there are no more active arcs left. Termination is ensured
by appropriate pruning criteria. The expectation is that, as the
generated baseforms get longer and longer, their score will get
better as their length approaches the optimal baseform, and will
worsen as the number of states is increased further.

2.3. Pruning

Pruning of hypotheses occurs at two levels:
Intra-arc pruning: The hypotheses within each arc are

pruned on a per utterance basis, ensuring that for each arc
and each utterance at least one hypothesis survives. Since the
hypotheses cover different numbers of timeframes, we use
log-probability per timeframe as pruning criterion. For givena,
s andu a hypothesis is retained, if:

lnQ(a; s; u; t)

t
� max

t0

�
lnQ(a; s; u; t0)

t0

�
� f1 (6)

Wheref1 is the intra-arc pruning threshold.
Arc pruning: To constrain the number of arcs active at one

time, we retain only the best arcs at each state. The decision
which arcs are pruned is based on an estimate of the score of
the arc’s best continuation. We use the log-linear extrapolation
of the current score onto the whole utterance:

f(a; s) :=
X
u

Tumax
t

lnQ(a; s; u; t)

t
(7)

Using a rest cost term based on the probability of the best
path to a final node poses an attractive alternative. Arcs are
compared against all arcs in the list of active arcs and against
the best final score encountered so far. So an arc is retained, if:

f(a; s) � max

�
maxa f(a; s)� f2;

maxa lnQ�nal(a)� f3

�
(8)

wheref2 is the intra-state arc pruning threshold andf3 the final
arc pruning threshold. Roughly speaking,f2 controls the num-
ber of alternatives considered to the current best arc, andf3
controls how long the algorithm will continue to explore longer
and longer baseforms.

2.4. Outlier samples

Although the described pruning mechanism prevents excessive
growths of the search space, outlier samples still cause prob-
lems. Especially when some of the sample utterances have
greatly differing lengths, it can happen that any baseform has
vanishing likelihood. This will causeQ�nal(a) to be zero for
all arcs and the algorithm will fail to terminate. An effective ad
hoc remedy to this problem is to pad the score per time frame
with some small constantc, i.e., replacing

Q(a; s; u; t)! Q(a; s; u; t) + c
t (9)

in equations (5) and (7).
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Figure 3: Recombination and lattice generation in the breadth-
first phone graph algorithm

3. Stochastic pronunciation model
In the presence of pronunciation variation it may not be
appropriate to assume that all utterances can be explained by
a single baseform. Alternatively the actual pronunciation of
each utterance can be regarded as a hidden stochastic variable
described by some distributionp('jw). Finding thepronunci-
ation model �w(') � p('jw) which maximizes the likelihood
(1) can be treated as an incomplete data problem. The EM
reestimation equation can be derived by maximizing the
expected log-likelihood under the constraint

P
' �w(') = 1.

Straightforward calculations yield:

�
k+1
w (') =

1

U

UX
u=1

p('jxu;�
k
w) (10)

The number of parameters of the pronunciation model
can be reduced by representing it as a finite directed acyclic
graph. Since it is reasonable to assume that all pronunciations
of a word have finite length this is no restriction per se.
(Unless we specify a particular structure for the graph.) Each
edge of this graph is labelled with a subword unit in�. The
parameters of this finite state pronunciation model are the
transition probabilities�w(n0; �jn) � p(n0; �jn;w), which
is the probability for going from noden to noden0 via the
edge labelled� 2 �. The probabilityp('jw) of a baseform
' = �I1 is the product of a the transition probabilities along the
corresponding path through the graph:

p('jw) =

IY
i=1

p(ni+1; �ijni; w) (11)

The equivalent of (10) on the edge level is:

�
k+1
w (n

0
; �jn) =

PU

u=1
p(n0; �; njxu;�

k
w)P

n0;�

PU

u=1 p(n
0; �; njxu;�kw)

(12)

The problem that remains is the construction of a phone graph
which captures the possible pronunciations of all utterances.

4. Phone graph generation
The breadth-first tree search algortihm described in section 2
can be extended to generate phone graphs. This is done by re-
combining arcs which have the same target state in the phono-
tactic graph. As a result the search space is no longer tree struc-
tured, but becomes a directed acyclic graph whose structure is
controlled by the given phonotactic graph. For the nodes of

active arcs = f g
pending vertices = f initial g
s = 0

while pending vertices not empty oractive arcs not empty:
s = s+ 1
for each vertexv in pending vertices:

for each� allowed to followv:
create new succesor arc forv with HMM of �
append new arc toactive arcs

for each arca in active arcs:
for each utteranceu = 1; : : : ; U :

for t = 1; : : : ; Tu:
calculateQ(a; s; u; t)

prune hypotheses
pruneactive arcs
for each arca in active arcs:

if s > S(a):
removea from active arcs
let v be the vertex inpending vertices
associatend with the target state ofa

(creating it if necessary)
for each utteranceu = 1; : : : ; U :

for each active hypothesisQ(a; s; u; t):
updateQ(v; s; u; t) if necessary
create lattice edge fora toQ(v; s; u; t)

update ranking of final scores
prunepending vertices

for each vertexv in the ranking of best final scores:
markv as final
for each utteranceu = 1; : : : ; U :

markQ(v; S(v); u; Tu) as final
purge all dead vertices and arcs
purge all dead lattice nodes and edges

Figure 4: Breadth-first phone graph algorithm

the search graph we will reserve the termvertex. The recom-
bination of arcs necessitates additional bookkeeping (cf. fig. 3):
Simultaneously to the search graph a phonelattice is built for
each utterance. For each vertex a set of lattice nodes is created
representing different phone boundary times. Similarly lattice
edges are created for their associated arcs. The algorithm is
outlined in figure 4.

5. Estimating the pronunciation model
Having these graphs at hand, the reestimation procedure given
by equation (12) can be implemented as follows: We consider
all baseforms not represented in the search graph to have negli-
gible probability. The utterance specific lattice edge posterior
probabilitiesp(n0; t0; �; n; tjxu;�kw) can be efficiently calcu-
lated using the forward-backward algorithm [5]. Summing over
all boundary timest, t0 yieldsp(n0; �; n; jxu;�kw).

We initialize the transition probabilities�w(n0; �jn) to be
non-informative with some constant value. Then the following
steps are repeated until the difference in model parameters falls
below some prespecified threshold:

For each utterance graph:
calculate edge posterior probabilities

p(n0; t0; �; n; tjxu;�w)
For each arc:

sum edge posteriors of all corresponding lattice edges
Update transition probabilities�w(n0; �jn)
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6. Experiments
Experiments were carried out on the German Verbmobil large
vocabulary spontaneous speech corpus. The same acoustic
modelling as in our the within-word speech recognizer [6] was
used: MFCC based LDA transformed feature vectors, 6-state
HMM triphone models with skip, forward and loop transitions,
Gaussian mixtures with globally pooled diagonal covariance
matrix. However, only 20008 Gaussian densities were used (the
standard speech recognizer uses about ten times more). The
system uses an inventory of 43 different phonemes. A decision
tree is used to assign to each state one out of 2501 Gaussian
mixtures. This results in 6767 different state sequences, which
form the phone inventory�. The phonotactic graph accord-
ingly permits only consistent triphone sequences. It has 812
states and 50577 edges. No restrictions were imposed on the
allowed phoneme sequences.

To assess the performance of the proposed algorithms we
randomly selected 100 frequent words and and extracted all
their occurences from the training corpus. The boundary times
were taken from a standard time alignment of the normal train-
ing procedure. Since these are based on the standard pronun-
ciations given by the reference lexicon, the segmentation is not
very reliable. The extracted samples were randomly divided
into groups of various sizes from 1 to 50. For each group
the maximum likelihood baseform and the stochastic pronun-
ciation graph was generated. For the present experiment only
the best path of the pronunciation graph, i.e.,argmax' p('jw)
was taken into account. We compared the found baseforms to
the reference lexicon and evaluated the string error rate (SER),
which is the percentage of correct baseforms, as well as the
phoneme error rate (PER), which is the average edit distance
between the found and the reference transcription. For com-
parison we have generated the maximum likelihood baseform
for each utterance separately and selected the most frequently
found baseform (majority vote).

It can be seen from figure 5 that the simultaneous search
algorithms achieve very good error rates with relatively few
samples, the single pronunciation model being slightly superior.
Majority voting is outperformed by far even for large sample
sets. Phoneme error rates of4:5% are achieved for50 sample
utterances. Manual inspection of the remaining “errorneous”
baseforms reveals that most of them are reasonable pronunci-
aition variants. The poor error rates for small sample sizes can
be attributed to effects of spontaneous speech (false starts, pro-
nunciations variation, etc.), the suboptimal segmentation of the
utterances, and the fact that search was unconstrained. It has
to be noted that the analyzed utterances were also part of the
corpus the acoustic models were trained on. Since the training
set contains over 700,000 words, we do not expect our results to
be overly optimistic. However, more rigorous experiments are
required.

7. Conclusion
We have presented an effective method for finding accurate pho-
netic transcriptions from acoustic samples of a word. Algo-
rithms for finding single best pronunciations and phone graphs
have been described. First experiments show the viability of the
proposed algorithms. We plan to test them under more realistic
conditions in the near future.
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Figure 5: Phoneme and string error rates of the found baseforms
with respect to the reference lexicon as a function of the number
of sample utterances
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